The Baggara Tribes
prisingly fast when endeavouring to escape from his tribe,
be is usually bound to follow a definite route, and if he
would save his cattle he must slow down his pace after a
few days. Here I think we have an explanation of one
of the Baggaras' unexpected qualities, their comparative
docility under oppression both from outside enemies and
from their own rulers. They have an independent spirit
which shows itself particularly when a few men of the
same family band together, but taken as individuals, and
even as tribes when confronted for instance with powerful
Fur Sultans, their inability to escape with their herds,
and probably also their share of servile blood makes them
unexpectedly submissive. Their circumscribed range and
infrequent visits to towns also tend to make them less
men of affairs than more mobile tribes.
The same qualities combine to make them great in-
triguers. Too independent to put up with a ruler whom
they do not want and too cautious to risk open opposition,
they turn to less overt methods. They are unabashed
liars and employ every method possible to poison the
minds of those in authority against an opponent or to
seduce his followers from him. A small incident such as
a nazir being summoned to the Merkaz is made the ground
for announcing his dismissal and encouraging his rival to
rally his party.
The limited range of these tribes is extended once a
year in the rains when they take their cattle long distances
to the big markets to be sold. This is the great event of
the year, and the fact that it is the only time when they
can realise a considerable sum of money at once has an
important effect on their way of life. They have no
continuous source of revenue such as the camelman has
in hire of his animals. Their profits from sale of butter
are made in a few months during the rains, and are supple-
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